CONSOLIDATED QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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SABC VIDEO CONFERENCING SOLUTION
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SERVICE PROVIDER QUESTIONS


Is there a need to quote Microsoft licenses for the Interactive Flat
panels? Or SABC already has this, it's a matter of simply installing it
on the IFP.



No need for licenses, the SABC is only looking for the
peripheral devices.



How many Interactive Flat Panels in total? I counted 52 of the ones
clearly marked Small, Medium and Big Boardrooms.



There are no interactive panels required for this RFP.



Is there a need to quote for video conferencing software i.e. Teams,
Zoom etc? Or SABC already has this, it's a matter of simply
installing it on the IFP.
Primarily the IFPs come standard with Android OS. In-order to also
have windows, an OPS needs to be included. There are 2 options
for the OPS PC module: the first one is, i5, 8GB Ram, 128GB SSD,
Win10Pro , the second option is the i7,8GB, 256GB SSD,
Win10Pro. Which spec is preferred?
The document mentions a single delivery point - SABC stores
Auckland Park. My question to you, if that's the case - Does SABC
carry out the installations in all these boardrooms or as a service
provider installations and maintenance should be included in the
proposal for the various locations?
How many rooms require interactive display screens and built in
operating systems.



No



We have not requested Interactive Flat Panels.



The SABC require installation as mentioned in the RFP
document.



No interactive panels
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Rooms that have Projectors and Projector screens. Do we replace
them with display monitors?



Yes



How many Pop ups are required as the rooms we viewed all had
VGA pop ups that will need to be replaced.



Old Pop Ups needs to be replaced in order to facilitate newer
connections.



What is required in all the Auditoriums, as there is no clear
indication of what is needed and all Auditoriums need accurate
room measurements in order for us to know what projectors and
screens to supply?
As per the tender, one of the requirements are that we need to
supply Monitors with VGA ports. VGA ports have become
discontinued. Can we provide options such as scalers to
compensate for VGA’s?



The requirements for the auditoriums are the same as per the
site walk and other rooms as per the RFP, full video
conference functionality, the Room Measurements for
Auditoriums will be provided by Tuesday 27 July.



Yes – can provide Adapters
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As per the tender documents pictures indicating the rooms. There
are a couple of rooms missing, room GE Boardroom located in TV
building, 3rd floor board room and TV OB conference room in
Easter Cape are missing.



Please refer to the amended RFP document. The 2 rooms in
Eastern Cape have been added to the revised document but
for the GE Boardroom located in TV building refer to page 55
Annexure C in the RFP document.



Will scaffolding be allowed in the larger Auditoriums?



Yes it will be allowed.



Supplier to advise which rooms will best fit trollies and which
ones will not. It would be dependent on the room construction
and layout.



Not all rooms have Dry wall but if so reinforcement is required
for installation.



Yes, some spare peripherals to be kept onsite.



No, we will replace all old equipment, with the exception of the
th
28 floor boardroom. We’d need to integrate with the new
equipment. The microphones need to be retained as it is a
feature of the table but all the backend equipment will need to
be replaced. This includes but is not limited to microphones’
controller, audio recording equipment and amplifiers for the
speakers.
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Where mobile trolly units will be required and how many?



Are all rooms fixed with Dry wall backings as we would need to
know if reinforcement is required if drywall.



With regards to the SLA, will onsite resources be required.
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16.

Do we integrate existing equipment with new equipment e.g.
Auditorium room in radio building has got very old audio and
streaming equipment?
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